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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For a long time it was knovm to geographers that maps of an area 
divided into political subdivisions could be colored without using more 
than four distinct colors and that, for some maps, no smaller number of 
colors would be sufficient. The coloring of maps is normally restricted 
to choosing the colors in such a way that any two regions wnich touch 
along an edge have different colors. Moebius [9] , in I8I4O, apparently 
was the first important mathematician to recognize the problem. Later, 
in 1850, Deiiorgan [?][103 considered the four-color problem in his 
classes, and Cayley [8] gave it wide publicity when he proposed it in 
1873 to the London Mathematical Society.
A "solution" by Kempe [ik] was oublished in 1879, but ten years 
later Heawood [l2l pointed out a hiatus in Kempe's logic, and since I89O 
many papers have been published, yet the problem remains unsolved. 
Heawood salvaged the results of Kempe which were not invalidated by his 
logical oversight and was able to prove that, for coloring any map on a 
sphere, four colors may be necessary, and five are always sufficient.
It is a rather remarkable fact that, for surfaces of genus p, 
where 1 < p < 6, the corresponding problem has been completely solved.
2and for p > 6 an appropriate method of solution is available. The color 
problem has been solved, therefore, for all surfaces except the simplest 
where p = 0.
Various investigators have sought to bring a solution nearer by 
translating this problem into a new but equivalent form. These efforts 
are partially successful in that they suggest supplementary lines of 
inquiry, such as the problem of three-coloring the edges [l6l , two- 
coloring the vertices [l3][l7] , or the consideration of linkages and 
graphs [l$][l8] , but none of these equivalent problems has succeeded in 
surmounting the essential difficulty.
An effort to establish theorems on coloring of maps in A colors 
was made by Birkhoff and Lewis [6][^3 > hut none of their A-color 
theorems have yielded any new results for A = U.
CHAPTER IT 
THE FOUR-COLOR PRC3LSA
A jeiieral map may be considered as an arbitrary subdivision of 
the surface of a sphere into a finite number of mutually distinct regions, 
Further, since deformations do not affect the coloring provided the same 
regions are adjacent, it is convenient to consider the regions of a map 
as spherical polygons, and we shall employ this terminology»
The study of simple maps invites the '•four-color conjecture" 
that "for any subdivision of the sphere into a finite number of non­
overlapping regions, it is always possible to mark each region with one 
of the numbers 1, 2, 3, i| in such a way that no two regions adjacent 
along a common edge receive the same number," The four-color problem is 
either to prove or disprove this conjecture»
Before presenting the original results of this thesis, it is 
necessary to define the terms cotninonly used in this field and to sketch 
the principal results obtained by other workers.
Definition 2.1: A map is colorable if it can be colored in four 
or fewer colors.
Definition 2,2: The concept of regularity is defined as follows:
(a) A region is regular if it is simply connected,
(b) An edge is regular if it separates two distinct regions and 
joins two distinct vertices»
3
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(c) A vertex where three distinct regions meet is regular.
(d) A map is regular if it has at least three regions and all 
of its regions, edges and vertices are regular.
Definition 2.3: If the coloring of a map can be made to depend 
on the coloring of a map with fewer regions, then the mao is said to be 
reducible. Any region or collection of regions whose occurrence in the 
map renders it reducible is called a reducible configuration.
Definition 2.L: A map is minimal if it is not colorable, but 
every map of fewer regions is colorable.
If the four-color conjecture is true, minimal maps do not exist. 
If five colors are sometimes necessary, then there is a non-empty class 
of minimal maps which have some common characteristics.
The initial theorems of Kempe deal with regularity.
Theorem 2.5: If more than three edges meet at any vertex of a 
map, then the map is reducible.
Corollary 2.6; Each vertex of a minimal map is regular.
Theorem 2.7 : If any combination of one, two, or three regions 
is multiply connected, then the map is reducible.
Corollary 2.8: In a minimal map each region is simply connected, 
two adjacent regions have only one edge in common, and the edges of three 
mutually adjacent regions meet in a common vertex.
Corollary 2.9: Each region of a minimal map is regular and is 
adjacent to more than three neighboring regions.
Corollary 2.10; In a minimal map each edge is regular.
Corollary 2.11; Every minimal map is regular.
5As a consequence of this last corollary, it is no restriction to 
consider only regular maps. For these, Heawood [l2] obtains a simple 
result from Euler's polyhedral relation.
Theorem 2.12; The average number of sides, n, for the polygons 
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on a regular map is 6 - —  , where N is the number of regions of the map.
In order to exclude quadrilaterals from minimal maps, Kempe [lij.]
introduced the notion of chains. |
Definition 2.13; A (1,2) chain of regions is a set of regions | 
obtained by starting with a region colored 1, adding to it every region |
I
colored 2 that touches it, then adding every region colored 1 that
touches any region colored 2, and so on.
The definitions of chains using other pairs of colors are
analogous.
Theorem 2.11;: (Kempe) If a map contains any region of 1, 2, 3, 
or U sides, then the map is reducible.
Corollary 2.15: A minimal map has no polygons with fewer than 
five sides.
Corollary 2.l6: (Kempe) Every regular map with no polygons of 
less than five sides contains at least twelve pentagons.
Corollary 2.17: (Bernhart) Excluding twelve pentagons, on a 
minimal map the average number of sides for its N - 12 other regions is 
exactly six.
This observation puts no limit on the number of hexagons in a 
minimal map, but the occurrence of polygons of more than six sides 
implies additional pentagons.
_M athem aticlaiis_iiayeJie_en_jim aj]l& J^pugj:fj±[ë_gtt^^ reducible—
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polygons much beyond this point. However, each time another reducible 
configuration is found, new restrictions are imposed on how many polygonal 
of various kinds may occur on a minimal map. As the niunber of known 
restrictions on a five-color map increases, one must, in drawing such a 
map, use progressively more regions. Such bounds on the number of regions 
give a rough idea of the complexity of five-color maps but do not 
characterize their structure. Work which has given structural insight 
has proceeded mainly along two lines. First, Birkhoff C53 considered 
rings as a natural generalization of single regions, and, second,
Franklin [ll] considered particular configurations and what must be added 
to make them reducible. The synthetic investigations of Franklin and 
Winn [19][20] have contributed a large number of reducible configurations. 
However, the current list of clusters of regions which reduce is admitted^ 
ly incomplete, and the prospect of significantly extending the known |
results synthetically seems poor.
The analysis of rings provides a systematic program for studying |
all clusters of regions from simple polygons to complex geometric con- '
figurations. Each successive step in the analytical program helps to ’
further characterize minimal maps and has for its goal the actual con- |
struction of a minimal map, which will then serve as a counter-example |
to the four-color conjecture. If the accumulated properties of minimal j
maps become mutually contradictory, then the four-color conjecture is ;
true. In either eventuality, the analytical program will lead to a ,
solution. I
Definition 2.18; A proper ring of n regions, called an n-ring, 
is a cycle of. n  distinct regions ,.„.each adjacent^ to.jthe. regions .v/hich---
7precede and succeed it in cyclic order but to no other regions of the 
cycle, dividing the rest of the map into two non-empty sides.
The regions which are adjacent to any polygon always constitute 
an n-ring, but an n-ring may have more than one inside region. Many of 
the arguments which show that certain n-gons are reducible apply equally 
well to the reduction of n-rings. Therefore, in the search for reducible 
configurations it is a matter of economy to study rings and to consider 
the special case of a single inside region only when the general argument 
is incomplete.
The solution of n-rings for a given value of n means finding 
which known structures (regarded as inside) are reducible, Kempe's 
theorem 2.1J4 may be readily extended to the conclusion that any n-ring 
is reducible if n < Birkhoff [S] gave the complete solution for a 
5-ring and initiated the study of 6-rings, Bernhart [2] has completed 
the solution of the 6-ring by a method which may be extended to a ring ;
of any order. His analysis of the 7-ring was presented at the regional i
I
meeting of the American Mathematical Society held at Horman, Oklahoma on 
November 2I4, 1951, but has not been published.
CHAPTER III 
THE PROBLEM OF THE 8-RING
The purpose of this thesis is to solve the 8-ring for minimal 
maps. In this chapter, three types of criteria are set up which each 
solution must satisfy. These criteria are Kempe equalities (E), primary! 
inequalities (p), and secondary inequalities (S)» i
It is desirable to define some additional terms used in this i!
chapter, |
Definition 3.1: An n-ring is said to be orthogonal if the set of 
colorings for the n-ring and its inside and the set of colorings for the 
n-ring and its outside have no common coloring scheme on the n-ring.
Proposition 3,2: An n-ring on a minimal map is orthogonal.
Proof: Choose any n-ring on a mj.nimal map. Let the ring be R,
the inside M* and the outside M", Shrink M* to a point, and color R+ 
il"; this can be done with some set of colorings, A, on the n-ring, since! 
the modified map is colorable. Now restore M’, and shrink M" to a point] 
This new modified map can be colored with another set of colorings, B, | 
on the n-ring. The intersection of A and B is empty. Otherwise, assume 
a coloring X in both A and B, This implies M' + R and M" f R are colored 
compatibly with X on the n-ring; therefore, M’ + M" + R is colored. But 
this is impossible, for the map is minimal.
9Definition 3o3: The regions inside an 3-ring are called peri­
pheral if they contact a region of the ring along an edge.
Definition 3oh: An inside region is called interior if it is 
not peripheral.
In this thesis only 8-rings entirely composed of peripheral 
regions are examined. This aopears to be a natural restriction, since 
3-rings with h interior regions are certainly reducible for h = 1, 2, 3« 
This result was obtained by a systematic elimination of each possibility, 
Birkhoff [S] was the first to find that the introduction of a small 
number of interior regions to a 6-ring caused the map to become reducible. 
Bernhart in a much more extensive consideration of n-rings, 6 < n < 
in which there are h interior regions, has been unable to find a smallest 
h for any of these rings such that the resulting configuration is not 
reducible. Since there is apparently no way to gauge the critical value 
of h at which an 3-ring with h interior regions vd.ll not necessarily 
contain a reducible configuration, only 8-rings with peripheral regions 
and no interior regions are considered here. There are thirty-two known 
8-rings which do not contain any reducible n-ring configurations with 
n < 8.
An abbreviated notation is customary for listing these rings.
The symbol 6-5x3(5)5j for example, means a hexagon bounded in cyclic 
succession by a pentagon, a region with an arbitrary number of sides, 
and then two more pentagons. The sequence 5(5)5 indicates that a cap 
pentagon, enclosed in parentheses, forms a vertex with the polygons 
between which it is placed but does not contact the initial hexagon. 
The_symhQl_..8fii, X.=_l,._fJJl>-J2>jill--he_used_tjo.-jiennt,e the i ndi vi dual---
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8-rings, as indicated in the following list.
8R1 : 8-xxxxxxxx 8R17: 6-5(5)5x5(5)5x (Winn)
8R2 : 8-$55$35$$ (Birkhoff) 8RI8: 6-5(55)5xxxx
8R3 : 7-5xxxxxx 8R19: 5-755XX
8Rii : 7-55xxxxx 8R20: 5-5755x
8R5 : 7-555xxxx 8R21: 5-656xx
8r6 : 7-5555xxx (Winn) 8R22: 5-556ÔX
8R7 : 6-ÔXXXXX 8R23: 5-6556x
8r8 : 6-65xxxx 8R2I4: 5-5665x (Winn)
8R9 :• 6-655xxx 3R25: 5-6x5xx
8R10: 6-565xxx (Bernhart) 8R26: 5-55x6x
8R11: 6-$x$xxx 8R27: 5-56x5x
8R12: 6-5xx5xx 8R28: x-5555
8R13: 6-#x3x 8R29: x-x(5)555x
8Rlb: 6-#x#x 8R30: x-x55(5)55x
8R15: 6-5(5)5x5xx 8R3lr x-x5(5)555x
8RI6: 6-5(5)5x55x 8R32: x_x5(5)55(5)5x
Five of the thirty-two 8-rings are known to be reducible.
Birkhoff [ reauced 8R2 when he proved that an arbitrary region com- '
pletely surrounded by pentagons was reducible. Later, Chojnachi [2o]
was able to prove that the 9-ring formed by an octagon and five consecu- |
tive pentagons is reducible. Although 8R2 has an interior octagon, it !
was included in the list because it was the first known reducible 8-ring. 
The rings 8r6, 8R17, and 8R2J4 were reduced by Winn [19] [2o]^  by demanding 
a particular coloring constraint and systematically eliminating all 
'logicai-possibilities.. . _Tlie_ring. 8R1Q .was proved reducible by Bernhart [l.
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but he was unable to find any other reducible 8-rings.
Using the criteria set up in this chapter, each of the remaining 
twenty-seven 3-rings has been analyzed to determine whether it is re­
ducible or irreducible with respect to these criteria,
Vie first consider all of the different colorings of the eight 
regions of an 8-ring. To do this, a canonical form of coloring is used. 
If we number the colors 1, 2, 3> and i|, it is noticed that the two 
coloring schemes of an 8-ring obtained by assigning the four colors to 
the eight regions in the order 1231,21^3 and in the order k3lh»3h21 are 
essentially equivalent, involving merely a permutation of colors. To 
avoid such duplication, the canonical color scheme starts with color 1, 
uses color 2 for ihe next color in cyclic succession, introduces color 3 
when a third color first appears, and uses color U only when 1, 2, and 3 
have already occurred.
Theorem 3.$: If is the number of canonical ways in which an
n-ring may be colored, then S = 2S + 3S  ^- 1, for n > 3»n n—j. n—t
Proof : Let A, B, C be three consecutive regions of a ring of
n > 3 regions.
Case 1: Let n be odd. Suppose A and C are colored differently.
Consider the even (n-l)-ring from C to A obtained by deleting B, This
can be colored in  ^ways. If B is re-inserted after A, it can be
colored in two ways, unless the (n-l)-ring is two-colored. In this
exceptional case, B can have only the color 3 assigned to it, and the
n-ring can be colored in 2S^_^ - 1 ways. Now suppose A and C are colored
alike. Consider the odd (n-2)-ring obtained when B is deleted and A and 
C are made to coincide. This (n-2)-ring can be colored in Sj^ _2 ways.
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Since it is a ring with an odd number of regions, it cannot be two- 
colored. Therefore, if A and C are separated and B re-inserted, B can 
be colored in three ways. Therefore, the n-ring can be colored in 3S^_2 
additional ways. Hence, the theorem follows when n is odd.
Case 2: Let n be even. Then there are 2S^^^ ways of coloring 
A and 0 differently but only 3S^ 2 ~  ^ways if A and 0 are alike. The 
argument parallels the case when n is odd, but the exceptional case of 
two-coloring occurs only where (n-2) is even. Hence, the theorem also 
holas for n even, and, therefore, for all n > 3.
It is easy to verify that = 1 and = L by actually forming 
all canonical colorings, and, therefore, = 10, = 31, Sy = 91 and
Sg = 27k.
These 27k colorings are identified in two ways : first, by a 
number corresponding to their numerical order and, second, by a letter 
and number identifying the coloring vdth specific rotary groups. These 
groups are obtained by picking any coloring and rotating it around the 
8-ring in a counterclockwise direction. This generates a set of color­
ings. To generate a second set, pick any element not in the first set, 
and repeat this process. There are forty-one of these groups of color­
ings that fall into nine general classifications. These classes, with 
examples, are listed below.
Class 1: (There are seven of this class.)
ai5 B13 ->■ 013 D15 E13 F13 gi3 Hi5 -»Ai3
Glass 2; (There are seven of this class.)
hx-i3 0*13 —»• F*i3 -+ E-Ü-13 —  ^D*i3 c*i3 b^«-i3 - *  Airi3 H*i3
13
Glass 3: (There are ter of this class,)
K2 L2 ^  M2 ->> N2 -► N*2 -> M*2 -v L*2 K*2 -> K2
Glass U: (There are six of this class,)
0I4. Pij. QU RU -> Sli -> R-”-U -> Q'“'U ->■ R-x-It —>• oil 
Glass 3: (There are five of this class.)
U6 -> V6 -> V-x-6 -4. u-*6 ->• U6
Glass 6: (There are two of this class.)
X31-?-Y31-> Z31-> Y-::-31->- X31
Class 7: (There is one of this class.)
T33 -> T-x-33 -4" T33
Glass 8: (There is one of this class.)
1150 -> JI50 ->1130
Glass 9: (There are two of this class.) 
wi^ m
Here the star-notation means inverse, (i, e. K#2 is the inverse 
of K2.), and, therefore. Glass 1 and Glass 2 are related, A complete 
list of these colorings, with both identification systems, is given in 
Appendix I,
The Kempe Equalities (E)
In developing the Kempe equalities, it is convenient to consider 
a U-ring and a 6-ring, as well as an 8-ring, Let R^ R^ R^ R^ represent 
the regions of a li-ring in counterclockwise rotation, and assign odd 
colors (i. e. 1 or 3) to R^ and R^ , and even colors (i. e. 2 or i|) to R2 
and R|^ . On the ii-ring itself the odd and even colors will occur alter­
nately, If there exists a (1,3) chain through the inside, connecting R^
ll
and we will say that and R^ are oddly connected, li this is the 
case, then Rg and R^ are not evenly connected. Therefore, for the same 
inside coloring, both (1,3) and (2,1) chains cannot exist simultaneously.
Theorem 3.6: On a regular nie.p, M, containing an inside colorable 
l-ring, Rg Rn R^ , either a (1,3) chain connects R-j^ R^ , or a (2,1) 
chain connects Rg R^ .
Proof: Since M is regular, it is possible to orient the edges 
in the following way. If an edge lies between an odd-colored region and 
an even-colored region, it is oriented so that the even-colored region is 
always on the right. If it happens that the edge lies between two even- 
colored or two odd-colored regions, it is not oriented. At every vertex, 
one of two color conditions exists: two odds and one even, or two evens 
and one odd. I
Even
Odd Odd
Odd
Even Even
Hence, it follows that at each vertex, one edge "enters", another edge 
"leaves", while the third edge is not oriented. From this, it is seen 
that these paths never terminate. Consider, now, a quadrilateral, with 
vertices labeled a, b, c, d counterclockwise. If R^ lies along the edge 
between d and a, then the edges between ring regions "enter" at a and c 
and "leave" at b and d. There are two possible cases.
Case 1: The path entering at a leaves at b, and the path enter- | 
ing at--C-leaves , at-.b,-----    — ....—  —  . — ------- -j
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R
'h
R.
Rr
Case 2 : The path entering at a leaves at d, and the path entering 
at c leaves at b.
C~ -
R,
'h
R.
R
Case 1 implies an odd chain connecting R^ and R ,^ since the
regions to the left of the path constitute a (1,3) chain. Similarly,
Case 2 implies a {2,k) chain connecting R^ and R^ . It is crucial for
this proof that all vertices are regular.
Theorem 3*7: If J is the number of different ways the regions of ------------  n
a ring with n oriented edges between the ring regions may be connected
n
with chains, then J = ^  J -J , r = 2, U, 6, • * •, 2k = n, and J„ = li.
n ^—- r—k n—r u {
r=2 I
Proof: Since the edges between the regions of the ring are 
oriented, these edges alternately enter and leave around the ring. Pick 
an oriented edge entering the inside of the ring and call this edge 1.
Number the other oriented edges from 2 to n in a counterclockwise |
direction around the ring starting with 1. Pick an oriented edge leaving:
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the inside of the ring, say the rth edge, and join edge 1 and edge r by a.
chain. This divides the oriented edges into two sets, one of which ,
I
contains r-2 edges, and the other contains n-r edges. The set of r-2 
edges may be connected in  ^ways, while the set of n-r edges can be
!
connected in  ^ways. Hence for every r, there are ^ ^  ways of |
making chain connections, and the theorem follows. j
!
By the use of standard mathematical procedures, theorem 3.7 may 
be expressed in a closed form. j
Definition 3.8: The elementary frequency of a coloring scheme. A,; 
is the number of ways in which the inside of an n-ring can be colored 
with the coloring scheme A on the n-ring. [
Definition 3.9: An isotopic frequency of a coloring scheme, A, is| 
the number of ways in which the inside of an n-ring can be colored, underj
I
the conditions that the scheme A is on the n-ring and a given set of 
ichains connecting the regions of the ring exists.
For each possible set of chains joining the regions of an n-ring 
'there is an isotopic frequency for every coloring scheme of the n-ring. 
Some, or all, of these isotopic frequencies may be zero, and each element-
!ary frequency is the sum of all its isotopic frequencies.
The ii-ring can be colored in four different ways :
A : 1212
I B : 121k
I C : 1232
i  D : 123k
i  The letters A, B, C, D will represent not only the coloring
■scheme but also the coloring frequency for that scheme. The elementary
17
frequency, A, of coloring the U-ring and its inside regions may be 
written
A = A* + A" , I
where A* is the isotopic frequency when a (1,3) chain exists, and A" is !
the isotopic frequency when a (2,U) chain exists^ Hence,
A = A' + A"
B = B' + B"
C = C  + C”
D = D' + D" .
These lead to equations among the elementary frequencies.
Theorem 3«10: If A, B, C, D are the elementary coloring frequen­
cies for a ii-ring, then A + D = B + C.
Proof : Suppose an inside structure for the U-ring permitting a
(1,3) chain and a coloring A', Interchange the colors 2 and U in the
even chain. Since R2 and are not connected in the same (2,U) chain, 
this yields a coloring B'« Therefore, each A' coloring corresponds to a
3' coloring, and the correspondence is one-to-one. In this fashion the
following equations are obtained:
A' = B> ;
A" = C" ;
D' = C  J
D" = 3" .
Adding, we get,
(A» + A") + (D* + D") = (B» + B") + ( C  + C") ,
It follows that
 A 1 D_ = B -f C____________________________
18
We will call this relation among elementary coloring frequencies
a Kempe equality, since it is implied by Kempe's argument, although such
equalities first appear explicitly in Birkhoff-Lewis [6].
it-rings do not occur on a minimal map, but the analysis may be
extended to an 8-ring, which may occur. Consider an 8-ring, R^ R|^
R R/ R R , taken counterclockwise, and a coloring, C$8: 1231.U213, of 
5 o 7 o
the R^ in the order listed above. This ring coloring scheme involves an 
odd-even-odd-even pattern that is grouped as 1 - 2 - 31 - U2 - 13 . In 
each of the four groupings, select one representative; for instance, in 
the odd grouping, Rj Rg R^ = 131, choose R^ = R^ . From the even grouping.
R = 2, let R ‘" = Rg From the odd grouping, R^ R^ = 31, pick R^ = R^ , 
and from the last grouping, R^R^ = U2, select R^ = R^$ The R^ , 1=1, 2, 
3, li, are the selected representatives from the R^_, i = 1, •••, 8, and 
the li-ring isotope argument applies to R^ , i = 1, 2, 3, li. In the U-ring 
there was exactly one way of having an odd-even-odd-even arrangement of 
colors and, hence, only one equation. However, in the 8-ring there are 
C(8,li) = 70 ways of having such an arrangement, and a method of color 
matrices was devised by Bernhart as a concise and easily extended device 
for tabulating these equations. In the U-ring, with colorings A, B, C,
D, one may arrange the colorings in a square array, M^ j, i, j = 1, 2, as 
follows :
1 1  1 3
A
1-2-1-2
C
1-2-3-2
B
1-2-1-li
C
1-2-3-li
19
In the first row R2 = R|^ j in the second row Rg ^ in the first 
column Rj^ = R^ , and in the second column R^ ^ R^ » Hence, to each row and 
column there is associated an isotopic frequency, and the frequency of 
each element is the sum of its row and column isotopic frequencies* In 
exactly the same way, the 2x2 color matrix may be constructed for the 
coloring 1231.U213.
1 3  1 1
h
C$8
1_2-31-U2-13
N38
1-2-13-U2-13
C$6
1-2-31-2U-13
C36
1-2-U-2U-13
The numbers outside the boxes indicate the colors in the rep­
resentative positions R^ for the columns and R^ R^ for the rows. The
other ring colors are determined by the four representative colors 
according to the odd-even pattern. This analysis provides a 2x2 matrix 
for every coloring with an odd-even-odd-even pattern. However, it is 
not necessary to set up individually all 70 of these color matrices, for, 
by cyclic counterclockwise rotation of the colors about the 8-ring, each
matrix will generate seven others. As a result, there are only ten of
these generating matrices, as listed in Appendix 11,
On the U-ring there is only this one pattern, but for the 8-ring, 
there are two others. First, the pattern of three odd groupings alter­
nating with three even groupings of colorings, as in N-*-2: 1-2-131-2-1-2- 
and, secondly, the pattern of four odd groupings alternating with four 
even groupings, as in Wl: 1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-, Since, in the first instance, 
there are six of these groupings, pick six representatives R^ = R^ ,
20
, 2 = Rg) R^ = R^ ) R^ = R^ j R^  = Ryj R" = Rg«^ R^ , n6 _ By theorem 3.7 there are 
five different possible ways to connect the regions Ri, with odd (1,3) 
chains and even (2,1;) chains. This means the elementary coloring fre­
quencies are each the sum of five isotopic frequencies. The isotopes, 
with regions connected by the same chain inclosed in the parentheses, 
are as follows:
(r1r3r5).
(R^ R^ R^ ),
(r1r3) and (R^ R )^.
(R%^) and (R^R^).
(r3r3) and (R^ R^ ).
Using the same device as before, it is possible to arrange the sixteen 
elements in a Uxl; color matrix, as follows:
: 111 131 113 133
1. Column isotope;
2. Row isotope:
3. Third isotope: 
1;, Fourth isotope; 
5. Fifth isotope:
!222
I
22k
'2 h i  
^^2
/k2
1-2-pi-2-1-2
'The element, i.ly2 examiple, is in the third row, marked 2 h h , and in 
the second column, marked 13 1, and i s l £ 3 x x U l l ; ,  where the 
elements x are determined by the odd-even pattern of M-;;-2, and are 1, 3 
:in that order. This coloring is B-“-l5. In this manner each element in 
ithe N#2 Ipdi color matrix may be computed. The isotopes belonging to each;
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element may be determined by their defining chains. The isotopes are 
tabulated below, where 1, 2, 3, L identify row isotopes; 5, 6, 7, 8 
column isotopes; 9, 10, 11, 12 thirds; 13, IJ4, 13, I6 fourths and 17, 18  ^
19, 20 fifths.
1-^-9 1-6-13 1-7-9
13-17 13-19 lh-19 iu-17
2-3-11 2-6-12 2-7-11 2-8-12
13-18 13-20 lu-20 16-13
3-3-9 3-6-13 3-7-9 3-8-10
15-18 15-20 16-20 16-13
1-5-11 1-6-12 6-7-11 6-8-12
15-17 15-19 16-19 16-17
It is noted that each matrix element has five isotopes, and each
isotope occurs in four elements. Therefore, in a Uxi; color matrix, ther^
!
are twenty different isotopes.
Definition 3.11: A spoor-diagonal in an S-by-S color matrix--------------  ------ — _  j
consists of a set of S matrix elements, no two of which contain the samej
I
isotope. I
Thus, in a 2x2 color matrix, for the li-ring. A, D form one spoorL
1
diagonal, B, C another. In the ipdi color matrix, there are eight of I
these spoor-diagonals, and they are identified in the following matrix ’
i
by the numbers one through eight. !
1-2 3-6 5-6' /-8
5-7 6-8 2-3 1-6
3-8 1-5 6-7 2-6
..-6-6-..- .. 2-7 . 1-8 3-5
22
Proposition 3,12: The sum of the elements in each of the spoor- 
Idiagonals is the same, being the sum of each of the different isotopic 
frequencies in the matrix,
2
Proof: An S-by-S color matrix has S elements, and each element
has associated with it t isotopes. But each isotope occurs in S
2
elements, so that of all the S t isotopes only St are independent. By 
definition, the elements of a spoor-diagonal have no isotopes in common; 
so their St elements are distinct and must contain every isotope in the 
matrix just once.
By equating the sums of the eight spoor-diagonals, each ipxi; colok 
matrix yields seven equations among the sixteen elementary frequencies. 
There are exactly 0(8,6) = 28 of these color matrices associated with an 
8-ring, but there are only four generating matrices. These are given in 
Appendix II, The remaining twenty-four of the ipdu color matrices are 
obtained by a cyclic rotation of the elements of these generators.
In the case of an alternating pattern of four odd colorings and 
four even colorings, consider Wl: 1-2-1-2-1-2-1-2-, where = Rj^ , i = 1 
2, ••*, 8. In this case, using theorem 3.7, there are fourteen differen
possible ways to connect the various regions with odd (1,3) and even
(2,ii) chains. These possible connections are given in the following lis
1. Row isotope: ................. (RlR^R^R?),
2. Column isotope: .............. (R^R^R^R^).
3. Third isotope: ...............(R^R^R^) and (R^ R®),
U, Fourth isotope: ............. ,(R p^A r®) and (R^ R^ ),
5, Fifth isotope: ...........   (R^R^R^) and (R^ R?),
------- 6^ >-Sixth isotope:—..  -------  .^.(R^R^R7_)_and_{R^R%.--------
7. Seventh isotope:  (R^R^R?) and (R^ R^ ).
............ (R^ rV )  and (R^ R?).
(R^ R?) and (rM ) .  
(R^ R®) and (R^ R^ ). 
(R R^^ ) and (R^ R^ ).
(R^R^) and (r V ) .
8, Eighth isotope:
9. Ninth isotope: .............. (R^ R^ )
10. Tenth isotope: .............. (R^ R^ )
11. Eleventh isotope.- ............(R^ R^ )
12. Twelth isotope: ..............(R^ R^ )
13. Thirteenth isotope: .......... (R^R^R^) and (R^ R^ ).
li|. Fourteenth isotope: .......... (R^R°R®) and (R^ R^ ).
It is now possible to construct an 8x8 color matrix. A scheme 
for arranging its sixty-four elements is as follows:
2222 2U2it 22Wi 2ui|2 222k 22k2 2^22 2kkk
1111
1313
1133
1331
1333
1311
1131
1113
Wl
The isotopes of each element in an 8x8 color matrix can readily 
be determined from their defining chain connections. From proposition 3.l|2. 
there are 112 different isotopes, each element of the matrix being the j
2 h
sum of fourteen isotopes. The eighty spoor-diagonals are listed in j 
Appendix III. i
i
Having only eight spoor-diagonals in the ipcU color matrix, it is|
i
possible to re-arrange the elements into a magic square in which the foui- 
rows and four columns have the same sum. [3j This property, however, I 
cannot be obtained in an 8x8 color matrix with its eighty spoor-diagonals.
Each 2x2 matrix yields one equality; each ipcU matrix yields seven, 
and the 8x8 matrix yields 79, for a cumulative total of 2k$ equalities, |
I
not necessarily independent. These 2hS equalities, among 27U frequencies, 
have been arranged in the convenient format of color matrices. Each 
frequency occurs in, at most, threo color matrices. If the frequencies 
represent the known colorings of the inside of an 8-ring, all of the 
equalities are automatically satisfied. If the frequencies correspond 
to the complementary outside the equations, impose conditions which must 
be satisfied by 27L unknown, but non-negative, integers. The equations 
among isotopic frequencies imply the spoor equations, but not conversely. 
For, consider a Ipcit color matrix where =1, i = j and = 0, i / j, 
and each spoor has the value 1, so that the spoor relations are satisfied. 
However, these elements cannot be expressed as a sum of non-negative 
isotopic frequencies. %Iien either side of an 8-ring is said to satisfy 
the Kempe equalities (E), it means both spoor and isotopic relations 
hold. For the inside, a geometrically known configuration, both sets |
I
of conditions are automatically satisfied. Mhen the 27h unknown color ! 
frequencies for the outside are computed, each outside coloring frequency 
must vanish if the inside is colorable with that coloring scheme, since 
ithe whole map is, by definition, not colorable. The remainingLtinknomS-
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must have only such values that they satisfy both the isotopic and spoor 
relationships.
The Primary Inequalities 
A second set, (?) of criteria may be established for minimal 
maps. Let R be an n-ring on a minimal map, ü, and let M' represent the 
set of inside regions of R, and M" the set of outside regions, Modify 
M to P" by allowing non-consecutive ring regions, Rj^, to merge, or become 
neighbors, in all possible ways through M>, in such a manner that M' is 
annihilated. This map, P", is now colorable. But any coloring for P"
is a coloring for M" and R, If M” had been annihilated instead of M*, iij
the same fashion, then the colorings for the reduced map, P*, are 
colorings for M* and R, Each way in which a merger of the Rj_ can be 
effected through either M' or M” is called a primary constraint, and 
the subset of the 27h color schemes satisfying one such constraint is 
called a primary. Each primary constraint (P) yields a primary set of 
colorings X^ , i = 1, •**, m , where, if we also let stand for the 
corresponding color frequency,
m !
][ > 0 .
1 I
Both the inside M* and the outside M” of R must be colorable in ; 
such a way that among the color schemes satisfying each primary constraint 
at least one M* frequency is positive, and at least one M” frequency is j 
positive. However, since M is not colorable, the set of colorings of M’ 
and M" do not contain any elements in common. For an 8-ring there are 
56 different types of primary constraints. By cyclic rotation of each oi
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these 56 types, 393 primaries are obtained applicable to the 8-ring. Thei 
56 types are listed in Appendix IV. For clarity, an example of a primary 
is included here.
Example 3.13: Given an 8-ri.ng, R^ , i = 1, ••*, 8, consider the
constraint R, = - Rr and R/ 'B.c.,1 3  3 o o
A quick run-down of the 2'lk colorings for the 8-ring yields the following 
primary: K2, Pi;, Jw'2, L7, 19, QU, T33, U3ii, A3Ô, 138, U^ -6, K*7, G*2l;, 122, 
:N7, V-x-31;, F-:06 , 321;.
The Secondary Inequalities 
The third set of criteria are the secondary constraints (S) 
which are a generalization of the primary constraints. Instead of an­
nihilating the inside M', constraints are placed on the alternating ring 
regions, R^ , but the inside is subdivided into polygons of five, six and 
seven sides in every possible way. Any modification which introduced a 
configuration known to be reducible was excluded. Since the number of 
regions involved in the modified map may be as many as occurred in the 
original map, it is necessary to indicate how many regions are used.
Definition 3.ill-: The index. I, of the inside M’, of an n-ring.
27
Rj is the number of inside regions. Accordingly, the number of regions
Î
In both R and M' is originally n + I. The index, I', after a secondary 
modification, is I' = N’ - n, where M’ is the number of regions which 
replace M' + R.
The constraint argument fails unless the modified map has fewer 
regions than the minimal map. Therefore, unless I' < I, the secondary 
constraint is not applicable. If I' = I, there is still the possibility
I
bf reduction, for Bernhart [2] has shorn that certain re-arrangements 
^f regions will cause a map to become reducible. Hence, for each map, 
the set of secondary inequalities of proper index. I' < I, must be 
examined. In the 8-ring, there are 69 different schemes for the composi­
tion of these secondary constraints. By cyclic rotation of these 69 
schemes, 937 secondaries are obtained. The 69 schemes are listed in 
Appendix V. An example of a secondary is given here.
Example 3.19: Given an 8-ring, R^ , i = 1, »•*, 8, let R^_ = R^
R
Here the index. I', is zero. One ring region was deleted and the 
jnodified inside has one region. A check of all 27h colorings yields 
thirty colorings which satisfy the constraint. These colorings are as 
follows.: RjtlZ, P*13^.f%_J79L-S12,_mi2^_ %*12,_. S13,. 012,...K^
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W ,  013, N#8, 7*33, Q*19, 7*31, B*l3, A*2i:, F36, F38, Fl3, F17, IW,
B*38, E2 h, R*13, B*36, A*17.
It is now possible to define an irreducible n-ring.
Definition 3.16; An orthogonal n-ring satisfying all (1) Kempe 
equalities (E), (2) primary constraints (P), and (3) secondary constraints 
(S) of proper index is said to be irreducible. |
Yïiien only part of these criteria are satisfied, we may speak of 
E-irreducibility, P-irreducibility, and S-irreducibility. Thus, Bernhart 
had found that several 8-rings were E-irreducible. The complete system 
of primaries, (P), and of secondaries, (S), are computed for the first 
time in this research. It is conceivable that an orthogonal ring might | 
satisfy conditions (E), (P), and (S) and yet be reducible by some 
further criteria, not formulated to date.
Hence, the problem of the 8-ring is to determine which of the 
twenty-seven 8-ring configurations, if any, are irreducible in the sense 
def dried.
CHAPTER IV 
THE SOLUTION OF THE 8-RING
The 1,130 requirements that an irreducible map containing an 
8-ring must satisfy have been set up in Chapter III. The satisfaction 
of these requirements falls into two phases: one, solving the Kempe 
equations, two, checking the primary and secondary inequalities. In the 
search for these irreducible maps, the methods used in each phase are 
quite different and will be discussed separately.
The Kempe Equalities 
In order to solve the Kempe equations, it was first necessary to 
prepare for each map to be tested a complete set of 99 associated color 
matrices for the 8-ring, Each 8-ring was drawn and, taking full advant­
age of symmetries, colorability of its inside was determined. Assigning
I
in turn each of the canonical colorings to the 3-ring, each inside fre- ' 
quency was found by manually testing every possible coloring of all the ' 
inside regions of the configuration. The symmetry and isotopic require- | 
ments provided a check on the manual accuracy. For example, if the 8- i
!
jring configuration had an axis of symmetry from to R^ , then if K2 , 
,Lfould yield a coloring frequency two, a counterclockwise rotation of K2 I
J
would give a coloring L2 whose inverse, Lx-2, also colors the configuration
: I
'in two ways. The isotopic argument may be illustrated with a 2x2 color ;
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matrix. Whenever three elementary frequencies are known, the fourth may] 
be computed. Similar arguments were employed with the larger matrices. { 
After all the inside frequencies were obtained manually they were
I
recorded in the color matrices, and each matrix v/as checked to see that !
all isotopic requirements were satisfied. This phase of the work is I
1
called the inside coloring of the map. !
Since no inside coloring may color the outside, by hypothesis, 
each coloring scheme with positive inside frequency was assigned the |
outside value zero. Occasionally this initial set of zeros, combined i
with isotopic arguments, induced additional zeros not required by j
I orthogonality.
As an example, consider a 2x2 color matrix, j, where the inside 
colorings are listed below.
The outside frequencies ^22  ^ and iigi must vanish, by orthogonality,
but isotopic arguments force the fourth outside frequency M22 to be zero 
also. A more complex example is found in the 8x8 color matrix. If the
elements of a row are all inside colorable but one, and if the outside
I frequency of its column isotope is also zero, tnen it has zero outside 
; frequency. This follows, since every isotope, excluding column isotopes 
I has more than one element in each row,
i After the outside zeros are filled in, it is necessary to deter-
jmine if there is a possible assignment of parameters to the remaining 
jelements in such a way that the Kempe conditions are satisfied. This is 
^choosing--as-initial_parameiers—the—isatopic-Jiequencies—of—
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the 8x8 color matrix which are not necessarily zero. This automatically 
satisfies all the equations of the 8x8 color matrix, and places numerous 
demands on the other matrices. Again, as with the inside coloring, the 
isotopic arguments are used to complete the outside coloring. In many 
cases a solution is obtained without introducing any new parameters. In 
some cases, however, the coloring of the elements in the IjxU matrices is 
not uniquely determined, and additional parameters are necessary. Since 
every element in the 2x2 matrices appears also in a [pci; or the 8x8 
matrix, it was never necessary to assign a parametric value to any 2x2 
isotope.
For all 27 maps considered, it was possible to satisfy the Kempe j 
relations with from one to sixteen independent parameters. As a result,| 
all 27 maps are E-irreducible. |
Primary and Secondary Inequalities |
To satisfy the constraints, a machine process was used involving!
the I. B. Ivi. card assorter, (I. B. M. 082) This was done due to the j
great number of checks necessary and to insure accuracy.
I
This I. B. M. machine sorts cards on which there are eighty i 
columns, numbered one through eighty, and ten rows, numbered zero through 
nine. The two adjustments on the machine allow one to pick any column 
for examination and request the machine to select, in that column, any 
one or more of the rows that may have been punched and to remove those 
cards from the machine.
This problem was set up in the following way to utilize this 
machine. The canonical colorings were listed in their numerical order
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running from 1 to 2?U. The digit in the unit's place was selected as the 
row, and the other digits determined the column. Since there was no zero
i
column, those numbers of only one digit were placed in column twenty- 
eight.
Exaiiiple U.l:
Coloring 176 column 17, row 6.
Coloring 25 column 2, row 5.
Coloring 3 column 28, row 3.
In this fashion each coloring had assigned to it a unique position on 
the I. 3. M card.
Each primary and secondary were then coded with these numbers and 
punched on separate I. B. M. cards. Two colors of cards were used, white 
for the 398 primaries and blue for the 537 secondaries. This yielded 935 
cards, one for each inequality, to be checked against each of 27 maps.
For each outside to be tested, a master sheet was prepared. The 
^frequencies were arranged in a table of ten rows and twenty-eight columns 
corresponding to those on the I. B. M, card. All of the non-zero elements 
for each map were coded and written into these master sheets. For exam­
ple, the only table places vacant for an outside coloring were those that 
■were zero.
Then for each master sheet, it is possible to pick any column anc, 
ask the machine to throw out all cards that have a punch in any position 
that corresponds to a position marked on the master sheet. This process 
is continued until either the cards are all removed, or some are left 
I  after all twenty-eight columns are examined. In the first case, the map 
has satisfied all, of. the_crlteTl.£L_fQr_J.rredu.clbility,--(P-)--and- (S~)-,-and--
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iLn the second, the map is reducible and, therefore, colorable.
Each of the 27 maps were so examined, and all were found to be 
irreducible.
Some additional information, relative to the independent para­
meters, was also obtained.
Definition U.2: An independent parameter is called essential 
if the map reduces whenever the parameter is zero.
In order to determine which parameters were essential, additional 
jnaster sheets were prepared for each parameter tested. Each parameter 
|in turn was supposed zero, shortening the list of positive outside fre­
quencies. For each of these revised lists, a machine comparison was 
made with all the primaries and secondaries. In many instances, it was
found that, although the map was irreducible, some of its parameters
I
could not be removed without reducing the map. This supplementary work | 
was done only on a limited number of the maps, since, in most cases, the j
I I
map had either a single parameter or so many in combination that no test 
seemed necessary.
In general the maps with simplest inside structures had the more 
complicated outside solutions, and vice versa. The parametric study 
furnished the only kno’wn examples of frequencies which are P-reducible 
but S-irreducible.
CHAPTER V
THE ALGEBRAIC CASE
Birkhoff [5] , in solving the 5-ring, was able to prove that only 
one solution existed, namely the geometrically known case of an inside ; 
pentagon. In his work on the 6-ring, he attempted to prove that no other 
solution to the Derape conditions existed other than those found for his {
i
geometric 6-rings. However, he was able to satisfy these relations al- | 
gebraically for both sides of a 6-ring with an entirely different, but j
consistent, set of frequencies. Every attempt to assign a geometric |
structure yielding these color frequencies failed, leaving an open |
question: Are they drawable? Birkhoff conjectured that these "algebraic" 
solutions were the key to the four-color problem. Bernhart [2] found i 
three algebraic 6-rings and proved his list was complete. For the 7-ring
Bernhart found, besides the geometric cases, some lUo algebraic cases. i
These were discovered by a consideration of all possible ways to satisfy 
the Kempe equalities (E) of a 7-ring. Apparently the number of algebraic 
n-rings increases rapidly for increasing n, and, for the 8-ring, several 
thousand of these algebraic cases are procurable. It is not the purpose 
of this thesis to exhaust these non-geonietric possibilities but rather 
to acknowledge the existence of such cases by presenting one instance.
Such an example is readily obtained by starting ’<vith Bernhart *s ; 
.algebraic^  solution,^ 6Rl|._,^ w^W^ _has an^a^ pfLsymraetry from Rg to_ R^___J
3h
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Although this configuration is undrawable, it is bounded by a 6-ring 
whose colorability is known. Regions and are transferrea from the 
bounding ring to the inside so that an 8-ring is formed. Each annexed 
region is given four edges other than its contact with the peripheral 
regions of 6RI4.. These annexed regions will be called pseudo-pentagons. 
The resultant 8-ring is undrawable, since an integral part of it is the 
algebraic case 6r2|.
Each admissible coloring of éRlj, assigns colors to the attached 
pseudo-pentagons as well as the four other regions of the 6-ring which 
become part of the new 8-ring. By considering all possible ways in which 
the remaining four regions of the 8-ring may be colored, a set of color­
ings on the 8-ring is obtained, consistent iivlth the colorability of that ' 
side of the 8-ring containing the original 6Rh inside. As in the case 
of geometric structures, a coloring for the 8-ring outside was also ob- | 
tained. This yielded two orthogonal sets of coloring frequencies which ;
I
were found to be irreducible. |
I
This example demonstrates the existence of algebraic irreducible j 
8-rings. j
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS
!
Although this thesis has not proved or disproved the four-color 
conjecture, it offers a solution to the 8-ring. Thirty-two 8-rings were 
examined. Five of these are reducible, although only 8R10 had to be test­
ed by all the criteria (E) for a minimal map before its reducibility was j 
discovered. It was surprising that the remaining twenty-seven 8-rings ; 
uniformly satisfied criteria (E), (?) and (S). Before completing the 
research, one would have expected a progressive sieve: some (E)-reducible, 
others (E)-irreducible but (?)-reducible, a remnant (E), (?) and (S)- 
irreducible. It is also remarkable that the irreducible rings not only 
satisfied the secondary constraints of proper index but those with great­
er index as well. On watching the machine sorting of the white and blue ! 
cards, it seemed that the blue cards representing (S) criteria were | 
satisfied more readily than the white (?) cards. This seems to justify 
their name "secondary", for they may prove to be logical consequences of 
the criteria (E) and (?). The only objective evidence for this conjecture 
is found in the testing of rings where certain parameters were artificially
I
set equal to zero. Some of these cases were (?)-reducible but (S)-irre- I
I
ducible. Others were (E)-irreducible but (?)-reducible. It was disap- 1 
pointing that the (S) criteria failed to knock out any cases that passed j 
the—(?■)—test-.— However,— the- unexpected sterility—of—the—(-S')—constraints '
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may justify the omission of any tertiary constraints such as could be 
pet up by using reducible configurations in the modified maps. We do 
not know that the (S) criteria are superfluous, for they may prove use­
ful in the study of algebraic 8-rings. |
! !
I Although another reducible 8-ring would have been welcomed by
the exponents of the synthetic method, the importance of finding irre­
ducible configurations should not be underestimated. It takes only one 
contradiction to show reducibility; while irreducibility guarantees that 
thousands of conditions have been simultaneously satisfied. Irreducible 
jsets of regions form the building units essential for the construction of 
|a minimal map. The more of these structures we know, the closer we are |
i
:to the ultimate solution of the four-color problem. !
I Through this research on the 8-ring, and from pertinent literatuije,
I
several interesting but unanswered questions on the four-color problem
!are suggested. Although not within the scope of this thesis, they i
I  Ij 1
indicate directions in which this work might be extended. j
; I
In the study of rings with interior regions, how many interior j
I
[regions must necessarily be added to an 8-ring to make it irreducible? i
ICan a general theory of interior regions be developed for n-rings? |
: Due to the large numbers involved, the study of algebraic 8-rings
I
;or geometric 9-rings becomes laborious. Is it possible to characterize |
I
■algebraic 8-rings so that machine processes may be used?
Again, is it possible to obtain a theory of algebraic n-rings
[Which will predict the number of such structures for any n, or yield a
jmethod of geometric construction of such a structure if one exists?
-______ Bernhart__[2l prb%ed_that _lf__an^  edge, is conjugated on a, minimal^ . _
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APPENDIX I: 8-RING COLOR SCHEiîES
ill
h2
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
A15.... ....15....... ..12123131 A*15.... ...213...... ..12324343
A17.... ....17....... ..12123113 A*17.... ..12314343
A2U___ ....2h....... ..12123213 A-::-24.......132...... ..12313434
AJ6.... ....36....... A*36.... ...254......
A50___ ...50....... A-;:-50. ... ...8%.......
a56.... ___56....... ..1?13213L A"So.... ...247...... ..12342343
a58___ ___53........ ..121321U3 A*58.... .. .227...... ..12341343
315.... ..12132342 B-X-15. «.....128...... ..12313414
317.... ....71....... ..12132432 B*17.... ...108...... ..12312414
B2l|.... ....51....... 3-;:-24.......250....... ..12342414
836.... ....165...... W6.... ...223...... ..12341314
350___ ..12324142 B-:r5 0.... ...168......
356.... ..12312342 8*56.... ...148......
b58___ ...111...... ..12312432 B*58.... .. .ill...... ..12314214
Cl5.... 0*15— ...248......
C17.... 0*17•... ...241......
C2L___ C*-2 4.... ...221...... ..12341312
C36___ ....67....... ..12132413 C*"36 • *. •...219...... ..12341242
c5o___ o*"5 0.... ...124...... ..12313242
056.,.. ...107...... ..12312413 C*-56.... ...239...... ..12342142
C58.... ....liiO...... 0*53___ ...237.......
di5.... .... 208...... ..12324313 D-::-l5.... ...77....... ..12135142
D17.... ..,2k2....... ..12342313 B^17.... ...75....... ..12134132
D2i|___ ....68....... D-*24___
h3
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
D36... ...142...... ..12314232 D*36.. ... 31........ . .12134214
d3o .... ..12343242 D*5o..
D36.... ...149...... ..12314323 D*56..
D58.... ..12341323 D*58.. ....73....... ..12134123
E15.... E*l5..
E17.... E*17..
E2ii.... E-x-24..
E36.... ...213...... . .12341213 E*36..
E50.... ...162...... ..12321314 E-::-50. . ..12324342
e56.... E-;:-56 ......194....... ..12324123
B58.... ...236...... E*58.. ....170....... ..12321423
E15.... ...137...... ..12314142 F*l5.. ... 138....... ..12323413
F.17.... ...133...... ..12314143 F-x-17......179....... ..12323143
F21;... F-x-24......178.......
F3o... ..12341424 F*36..
f5o.... ...65....... F-x-50......52........ ..12131434
f56.... ...134...... ..12314124 F*56.. ....129.......
F38.... ...136...... F-x-58.. ..12313243
G15.... ..12343413 G-X"l5......117.......
G17.... ..12343423 G-'i’17 «.
G2ii.... ..12343424 G-x-2u. «....43....... ..12131324
G36.... G-x-36.. ..12321243
g5o .... ...131...... ..12313432 G-x-50......202.......
g36.... G*56..
1,1
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
q58... G-;r58...
Hl5... ...191...... ..12323Ü2L H-x-15... ...o3......... ..12132321
H17... ...175...... H-x-17... ...251......
H2L.... H*2l... ...206...... ..12321213
H3Ô... -Vn-'OO. . . ...123...... ..12313231
H50.... ..1232L213 H-x-50.. . ...257......
h56... ...211...... ..12321324 h-x-56.. . ,..103...... ..12312321
H$8.... ..12321321 H*58... ...215......
1150___ ...150...... ..12311321 Self Inverse
Ji5o___ ..12312113 Self Inverse
K2.... ...2........ K*2.... ...183......
K7.... K-x-7....
K8.... K-x-8....
K9..... ...136...... ..12323213 K*9....
Kll... Ki^ ll . . . ....273......
K22.... K*22.... ...193...... ..12323131
K38.... ...157...... ..12321231 K*38___
K69.... ...121...... K-x-69.... ...253...... ..12312132
K76.... ...255...... ..12313123 %>76.... ...133......
K83.... ...256...... ..12313121 K-x-83 .... ...231...... ..12311123
L2.... ...3........ L*2....
L7.... L-x-7....
LB..... L-x-3....
L9.... ...9........ ..12121321 L-x-9.... ...252......
ii5
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
111... ...11....... ..121213k3 l-;s-ll... ....92.........
122... ...m....... 1*22... ...270........
138... ...38....... ..121312U3 1*38... ...23k........
169... ..123213Ù3 1*69... ...78.........
176,.... j-;- f Ü 0 # *
183... ..1232113k 1*83... ...lk3........
112.... ...$........ i.l*2.... ...133........
M7 . ... ... 23 0........ ..121?32k2 M-%7.... ...k8.........
m8.... i.i-';-8.... ...161........
...16....... k-”-9 .... ...222........
m i ... 11*11... ...169........
122... ...187...... ..12323kl2 %*22... ...228........
Ü38.... ...172...... ..1232lk32 m*33... ...216........
Ü69.... m-;ho9 ... ...171........
176... ...76....... ..12l3kl3k 11*76... . ..105........
U83... ...83....... ..1213k23k K*83... ...112........
M2.... ...18....... ..12123212 N*2....
N7..... ..12131kl2 N*7.... ...200........
ilS.... ...39....... .,12132312 N*8.... ...119........
N9.... ..12132kl2 N*9.... ...139........
Nil.... ...86....... .,1213k312 N-;:-ll... ...261........
N22... N*22... ...3u...........
N38... ...80....... N*38... ...217........
N69.... ..123lkl32 H*69___
Color
Scheme
.121311L3
.12312123
.12311213
.12321212
.12131km
.12321313
.12311313
,1232iklk
.123klkl2
.12131212
.12321212
.12313212
i|6
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
1 Numerical 
Order
Color
Scheme
N76.... N*76. ...12312311
N83.... N*83.
oU.... ...181..... ...12323231 Self Inverse
012... ...12313123 Self Inverse
013... Self Inverse
019.... Self Inverse
020... .... Self Inverse
072..... ...12132131 Self Inverse
Pi.... ...U....... P-x-l..
P12... P*12.
P13... ...12323123 P*13.
P19..... ...176....... P*19.
P20... P-x-20..... 133.....
P72..... ...131..... P*72. ...12321311
Ql...... Q-x-l..
Q12... Q*12.
Q13.... ...12123121 Q*13.
Q19... Q*19.
Q20.... Q*20......261...... ...12313232
Q72... Q*72.
Rl.... Ri(-l..
R12... ...35....... ...12132132 R*12. ...12312313
H13.... R%13.
R19.... R*19.
Group Numerical Color
Order Order Scheme
R20......37.......... 121312^2
R72...... 130......... 12313421
84.......79.......... 12134212
512......99.......... 12312312
313......106......... 12312412
51 9......160..........12321312
52 0......167......... 12321412
572......199......... 12324143
T33.0... .33....... ...12131213
U6.......180......... 12323212
U34...___.34.......... 12131214
u33. ...00..33...*......12132123
U34...... 54.......... 12132124
u35...... 35.......... 12134243
V6.......6........... 12121313
V34...... 158......... 12321242
v53......95.......... 12312132
V54...... 97.......... 12312142
V85...... 233......... 12341432
Wl.......1........... 12121212
W218,.... 218....... ..12341234
X31...... 31.......... 12123434
Xl43..... 143......... 12314234
Y31...... 91.......... 12134342
47
Group Numerical Color
Order Order Scheme
R*20..... 87.......... 12134313
R*72..... 90.......... 12134324
Self Inverse
Self Inverse
Self Inverse
Self Inverse
Self Inverse
Self Inverse
T*33..... 156......... 12321232
U-x-6...... 39.......... 12131312
u#34..... 203......... 12324232
U-x-53..... 163......... 12321323
u*54..... 210......... 12324323
U-x-85..... 173......... 12321434
V*6...... 21..........12123232
v-x-34..... 47..........12131413
v*53..... 120.........12312313
v-x-54..... 127.........12313413
V-x-85..... 263......... 12343214
Self Inverse 
Self Inverse 
Self Inverse 
Self Inverse
Y*31......189.........12323414
U8
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Group
Order
Numerical
Order
Color
Scheme
Y1U3.... ..12311213 Y*1L3.....238.......
Z31.... ...268...... Self Inverse
Z1U3..0. Self Inverse
APPENDIX II: 8-RING GENERATING COLOR klATRICES
h9
50
Eight-by-Eight Color Matrix
W1 T33 V6 U-M6 K2 M2 N*2 lti-2
¥218 u-"-85 V85 K38 M38 W 8 l-i<-3 8
V4(6 U85 X31 Y31 K22 mi N*22 imi
U6 v*85 Y*31 231 Kll M22 mil 1*22
K*2 K*38 K*22 K*ll oU P20 Q*20 P*i|
M-if-2 Mü-38 M-“-ll M*22 P*20 S20 Q*U
N2 N38 N22 Nil Q20 Rh Sit R*20
L2 138 111 122 Pii Ql+ R20 020
51
Four-by-Four Color Matrices
K2 K8 P#19 Q19
U3k Ej6 W 6
L7 F-;'cl5 B*5o E-::-2i4
K*7 Gl5 F2l c5o
pU G-:^36 K9 A2l
L9 Si^ 58 P13 E*17
A36 Yll3 G58 %33
G*2l G17 R*72
18 u*53 P12 Q12
111 169 F-x-17 A17
A$0 D58 K76 D*56
F*5o A*58 G56 1176
Q13 D*5k E*56 E*l5
u51i Q*13 E56 E15
Al5 A*l5 S72 X31
A56 A#56 J150 072
52
T’/zo-by-Two Color Matrices
Xlu3 W218
li5o ZH3
T33 U53
U3l u5U
V6 L8
L7 L9
Q12 Q19
Q13 Q20
Q20 H50
D*5o Q72
M69 L-x-7 6
U85 L*33
A15 K22
A17 A2l
K22
H-x-17
A36 A56
138 A58
L38 F*58
F*3o F-x-56
APPENDIX III: 8x8 SPOOR-DIAGONALS
3^
1. W218, X31, 231, pit, Rli, R-x-it, P-x-lt
2. W l, ¥218, Y*3l Y31, Olt, Qlt, s it , Q*lt
3 . W l, K*38, X31, L22, K38, Rh, R*lt, 1*22
h . W l, W 8 , Y-:01, M*22, K22, Qb, Sl, 1*38
3. W l, & 3 8 , K*22 , 231, Pit, Rlt, N*22, 1*38
6. W l, 1*08 , N22, Y31, Oil, Qlt, N*38, 1*22
7. m. N38, X31, M*22, p it, M22, N*38, p * lt
8. VQ, N38, Y-:01, L22, Qlt, 108, N*22, Q*k
9. va, L38, K*22, Y31, K38, M22 , Sit, Q*lt
10. WL, L38, N22, 231, :K22, M38, R*it, P-x-lt
11. T*3:!, T33 X31, Z31, Q20, S20, 0*20, 020
12. T*3:i,  T33 , B O I,  Y31, p*20, :P20, R-x-20, R20
13. K*2, T33, M-x-11, 231., Q20, M38, N*22, 020
I h . K*2, T33, 111, Y31, P-x-20, M22, N*38, R-x-20
13. M*2, T33, X31, N i l , K38, M22, 0*20, 020
16. M*2, T33, Y-xOl, K*ll, K22, M38, R20, R*20
17. M2, T33, M # ll, Y31, K38, P20, R20, 1*22
18. N2, T33, 111, :231, 1{22, S20, 0*20, 1*38
19. L2, T33, X31, iK-x-11, 020, S20, 0 *20 , 1*38
20. L2, T33, Y*31, N i l , P*20, P20, N-x-22, 1*38
21. V*6, v*83 , V6, 783, 020, Ok, 0*2 0, Q*lt
22. V-*6, M*38, V6, N i l , K l l ,  Qlt, 0*20, 1*38
23. V-*6, 138, v6, ]K * l l , 020, N38 , N * l l ,  0*-lt
2h . U6, U83, V6, v83, PU, P2Q, R *li, R*20
23. U6, M*38, 76, K * l l , pit, mi. N*38, R*20
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26. U6, U8, V6, Nil, K38, P20, R-X-I, H^ll
27. K*2, u85, v6, L22, Kll, N38, R#k, R*20
28. K*2, 7*85, V6, M*22, Q20, Qi|, N*38, 1*11
29. N2, U85 , 76, M*22, pij., P20, M*ll, 1*38
30. N2, 7*85, 76, 122, K38, Mil, Q*20, Q*i;
31. 7*6, 7*85, u*85, U*6, P*20, RU, R20, P*U
32. 7*6, K*38, 111, u*6, P*20, Rii, N*ll, 1*38
33. 7*6, N38, iu*ll, U*6, Kll, 108, R20, P*U
3h, U6, u85, u*85, U*6, oit, S20, sU, 020
35. u6, K*38, M*11, U*6, K38, Mil, Si;, 020
36. U6, N38, 111, U*6, ol, S20, N*38, 1*11
37. M*2, u85, N22, U*6, Oi;, M38, N*ll, 020
38. M*2, 7*85, K*22, U*6, K38, Ri;, R20, 1*11
39. 12, U85, K*22, U*6, Kll, 320, Si;, 1*38 
UO. 12, 7*85, N22, U*6, P*20, Mil, N*38, P*l 
i;l. T*33, M*38, N22, 231, K2, IQl, Q*20, 020 
12. T*33, N38, Y*31, M*22, K2, P20, R20, 1*11
W. 7*6, M*38, U*85, K*11, K2, Ri;, R20, 1*22
hh. 7*6, N38, 111, 785, K2, M22, Q*20, Q*i;
U5. K*2, W218, 111, 231, K2, Ri;, R*i;, 1*11 
il6. K*2, U85, U*85, M*22, K2, M22, Si;, 020 
i;7. K*2, M38, 111, M*22, K2, M22, N*38, 1*11 
i;8. 12, W218, Y*31, K*ll, K2, HI, Si;, Q*l; 
i;9. 12, U85, N22, 785, K2, P20, R*L, 1*22
50. 12, 11*38, N22, K*ll, K2, HI, N*38, 1*22
56
$1. T*33, K*38, 131, ü*22, Q20, M2, N*ll, 020
52. T*33, M*38, K*22, Y31, Kll, M2, R20, R*20
53. U6, K*38, Lll, 785, K22, M2, R*l, R#20 
51*. u6, M*38, u*85, Nil, ol*, M2, N*22, 020
55. N2, W218, Lll, Y31, OU, N*ll, M2, Q#l*
56. N2, 7*85, u*85, M*22, K22, M2, R20, P*4
57. M2, K*38, Lll, M*22, K22, M2, N*ll, L*38
58. L2, W218, X31, Nil, Kll, M2, R*i*, P*i*
59. L2, 7*85, K*22, 785, Q20, M2, N*22, Q*k
60. L2, M*38, K*22, mi, Kll, M2, N*22, L*38
61. T*33, K*38, Y*31, L22, P*20, Mil, N*2, R*20
62. T*33, L38, K*22, 231, Q20, S20, M*2, L*ll
63. 7*6, K*38, M*11, 785, Q20, N*2, Qi|, L*22 
61*. 7*6, L38, U*85, mi, P*20, M22, N*2, P*l*
65. M*2, W218, Y*31, Nil, Oi*, Qi*, N*2, L*ll
66. M*2, u85, K*22, 785, Pi*, M22, N*2, R*20
67. M*2, L38, K*22, mi, K38, M22, N*2, L*ll
68. N2, W218, M*ll, 231, Pl*, Mil, N*2, P*i*
69. N2, u85, u*85, L22, ol*, S20, N*2, L*22
70. N2, K*38, M*ll, L22, K38, Mil, N*2, L*22
71. T*33, N38, X31, L22, Kll, S20, Q*20, L*2
72. T*33, L38, N22, Y31, p*20, P20, N*ll, L*2
73. u6, N38, M*11, 785, pl*, P20, N*22, L*2 
71*. u6, L38, u*85, K*ll, K22, S20, Si*, L*2
75. K*2, W218, M*ll, Y31, Kll, Qi*, Si*, L*2
57
76. K*2, U*85, L22, P-x-20, Rh, N-x-22, L-x-2
77. K*2, N38, Mx-11, L22, Kll, M38, N-x-22, L*2
78. m 2 , W218, X31, Ki^ ll, pU, Rii, N*ll, L*2
79. m 2 , V*85, N22, V85, K22, Qii, Q*20, 1*2
80. M*2, 138, N22, K*ll, K22, M38, N*ll, 1*2
APPENDIX IV: PRIMARY CONSTRAINTS
58
59
1. = Bg = = Ry •
2. R  ^= Rg .
3. Rj = R^ _ R^ ; R&
U. R^ = R^ = R^ ; R^ ^ Ry •
5. R^ = Rj = R5 •
6. R-, = Rg ^ 8^ %  = ®7 •
7• R^ — Rq = Rg •
8. R^ = Rg
= ^ 8 \ * \ •
9. R-j_ = R^ Rg = R^
\  * \ •
10. R^ = Rg R3 / R3
%  ="7 •
11. R^ = Rj «6 ^ Re •
12. R^ = Rg
= ^ 6 :i^«7 •
13. R]_ = Rj %k = R7 •
lU. R^ = Rg R5 = Rg •
l5. R-j^ = R|^ %5 = %8 •
l6. R^ = R^ *1 ^ %3 R5^R7 •
17. R^ = R^
"5 ^ “7 •
16. R^ = R. .
19. R^ = Rj^ h  ^ ^ 7 " R ^ “6 «
20. R^ = R^ ^ «6 %  ^ ®8 •
21. R^ = R^ R^ / Ry •
22. Rj_ = •
23. R]_ = R^ %  ^ ^ 8 ®6 ^ ®8 *
2I4. R^ = Rj R3 ^ R3 R^ J R3 ^ R
25. R]_ = R^ Rg Rg Ry j R5 5^ R
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26. ^1 "3 ^3 \ ^6 ^  ^8 •
27. % = "3 R3 R7 " I4 ^"6 •
28. % ^3 %  ^ R3 % "14 6^ ^  8^ •
29. «3 % ^R 3 % "7 "5 ^"8 •
30. % - ^3 %  ^ R3 % 8^ % ^  8^ •
31. = R3 "7 ^  RnJ R.1 " 1. "7 ^  Rr •
32. =: % R7 — R^ "7 "14 "I4 ^"6 •
33. ^1 =: "3 \ i R5 "7 " I4 ^  "a •
3 ii. ^1 = R3 ^  8^ % "7 "5 )^R8 •
35. ^3 ^^6 1^4 "a "6 ^  8^ •
36. \
=3
^3 % % "5 "8 ^  6^ •
37. % - "3 ^"7 "i4 "8 "5 ^"7 •
38. % R3 % % = "5 % ^^6 % ^ Ry
39. % % ^  R^ 1^ / % % ^ Ry "2 ^"14
Uo. % "3 % % "5 1^ "6 ^  8^
h i . % R3 % R3 1^ "6 "1  ^ Ry "3 ^  "5
h2. ^1 "3 % ^1 "5 "1  ^ Ry "5 ^"7
h3. % ^3 ^1 ^1 ^6 "1  ^ Ry "14 ^ " 6
Ui. ^1 "3 % ^^14 ^1 "5 "5 ^"7 "5 ^ ^8
U5. ^3 ^1 ^"14 "1 "5 "8 '"'5 "8 ^^"6
U6. ^1 ^1 ^R 5 % % R2 * ®i4 ^6 ^  ^8
17. % % % % "7 "5 ^ R2 "5 ^ R3
UBo ^1 "5 ^1 «1 "7 R2
R2 ^ " 5
l9 . "3 ^^14 R , ^ "6 ^6 ^ \ "6 ^"8
50. % ^3 % ^^14 «1 "7 "7 "7 ^"5
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51. % ^1 ^1 RyJ R2 "5 h
52. ^1 R3; ^1 % ; :i RyJ ^5 R3; % i"7
53. % R3i «1 % ; % Ryi % R3i 6^
51. ^1 ^1 ^1 R3 % > «6 ^8
55. % ^1 R5; "2’ "8 R5. ^8 ^6
56. ^1 Ri % ; % R85 R2 R|,; 2^ "5
APPENDIX 7: SECONDARY CONSTRAINTS
62
63
1. 1^ \ •
2. 1^ - S
6r1
3. 1^
=
h
6R2a •
h. % = h 6R2b •
5. %
=
h
6R2c •
6. % = h
6R3a °
7. = h
6R3b •
8. 1^
=
3^ Rj ^ "5
9. ^1
= R3 6^
10. % = % R5 R7
11. % = R3 Rô ^ 8^
12. ^1
=
"3 R]_ ^ "7
13. % = R3 Rg /
Ih. % % •
15. ^1 R7J 7R1
16. % R7 j 7R2a •
17. ^1 R7J 7R2b •
16. ^1 R ; 7R2c »
19. R_; 7R2d •
20. % i R7; 7R2e •
21. R7J 7R2f •
22. ^1 R j 7R2g •
23. ^1 R_; 7R3a •
2h. Ry; 7R3b •
25. % 4 Ry; 7R3c .
6U
26". R^ ^ Ry 7R3d .
27. R^ 5^ Ry 7R3e .
28. %  ^ %7 7R3f .
29. R^ ^ Ry 7R3g .
30. R|[_ ^ Ry 7Rla .
31. 7Rlb .
32. R]_ 7^ Ry 7Rlc .
33. Ri ^ Ry 7Riid .
3k. %  ^ Ry 7Rke .
35. R^ Ry 7RW .
36. R^ 7^ Ry 7Riig .
37. R^ 7^ Ry 7R5a .
38. R^T^Ry 7R5b .
39. R^ ^ Ry 7R5c .
ko. R^ ^ Ry 7R5d .
ia. Rl ^ Ry 7R5e .
h2 . R^ ^ Ry 7R5f .
h3 . %1 ^ R? 7R5g .
R^ ^ Ry 7R6a .
ii5. R^ ^ Ry 7R6b .
ii6. Rj ^ Ry 7R6c .
ii7. R]_ ^ Ry 7R6d .
W. R^ i Ry 7R6e .
k9. R^ ^ Ry 7R6f .
50. R^ ^ Ry 7R6g .
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51. R]_  ^R3 ^3 ^ ^5 6ri .
52. Rj  ^R3 R3  ^R3 6R2a .
53.  ^Rj R3 ^ R3 6R2b .
Sk. Rl  ^R3 R3  ^R3 6R2c 0
55. Rl  ^R3 R3 7^ R3 6R3a .
56. Rl  ^R3 R3  ^Rg 6R3b .
57. R1 / R 3 \*\ 6r1 .
58. Rl i R3 6R2a .
59. Rl ^ R3 6R2b .
60. Rl  ^R3 %  7 % 6R2c .
61. Rl i  R3 6R3a 0
62. Rl  ^R3 %  7 % 6R3b .
63. Rl ^ R3 Rg ^ R^ 6ri .
6it. Rl  ^R3 Rg 7^ Ry 6R2a .
65. Rl ^ R3 Rg  ^Ry 6R2b .
66. Rl i R3 Rg / Ry 6R2c .
67. Rl R3 Rg  ^Ry 6R3 .
68. Rl 7^ R3 , R3 ^ Rg % 7 a
69. Rl  ^R3 R3  ^Rg Rg  ^R-
